The Arguing Six Year Olds
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There once was a six-year-old named Sally, but she didn’t have any friends because she and her family had just moved into town. So, she decided to make some new friends. She found someone named Emily and asked if she wanted to play. Emily said yes, but they didn’t get along very well. They tried to play tag, but they couldn’t agree on which kind of tag to play. They tried to play checkers, but they argued on who should be red and who should be black. They tried to play hide and seek, but they couldn’t agree on who would be the seeker and who would be the hider. Then, Emily’s electric robot jumped out of the window. Emily said, “Do you want to code it to do something?” and Sally said, “Okay, I like robots. Let’s do it!” They discovered how they can agree on rules. Like with drawing trees... Sally liked drawing the trunks and branches and Emily like drawing the leaves and twigs. Sally said, “I didn’t know how well we could communicate when we first met.” Just because you argue with somebody doesn’t mean they aren’t a good person.
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